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The beautiful thing about learning is that nobody can
take it from you.

– B. B. KING
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What is Learning



What is Learning

• Learning may be defined as a relatively permanent change
in behavior, or behavioral repertoire, that occurs as a result
of experience.
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Classical Conditioning



Classical Conditioning

• Classical Conditioning (经典条件化) is a basic form of
learning in which stimuli that are initially incapable of
evoking certain responses acquire the ability to do so
through repeated pairing with other stimuli
(unconditioned stimuli) that are able to elicit such
responses. This form of learning is also called respondent
or Pavlovian conditioning.
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Classical Conditioning

• Pavlov’s (19251963) work on learning in dogs is the
defining set of studies.

• First, Pavlov showed that the ticking of a metronome did
not elicit salivation as food did.

• Second, Pavlov paired the sound of a metronome with a
bit of food several times.

• After these pairings, Pavlov showed that when the dog
heard the metronome, it salivated.

• The dog learned and remembered that the metronome
predicted that food was coming.
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Classical Conditioning

• A neutral stimulus, such as a bell, which elicits no
salivation when presented by itself is delivered to the
organism slightly before an unconditioned stimulus (US),
such as food powder, which produces an unconditioned
response (UR), salivation.

• If the neutral stimulus predicts the US, then after a
number of pairings (as in phase 1), the neutral stimulus
becomes associated with the UR, indicated by the broken
line in phase 2.
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Classical Conditioning

• The neutral stimulus is now called the conditioned
stimulus (CS).

• Eventually (phase 3), the CS will elicit salivation in the
absence of the US, and this salivation is called the
conditioned response (CR).

• If the CS is repeatedly presented without the US, the CR
will grow weaker and eventually extinguish.
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Instrumental (Operant) Conditioning

• Instrumental Conditioning is a basic form of learning in
which a subject learns to make a response that leads to a
reinforcement (also called a reward) or prevents a
punishment;

• in contrast to classical conditioning, no eliciting stimulus
is usually presented. This form of learning is also called
operant conditioning.
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Instrumental (Operant) Conditioning

• Rats pressing levers in Skinner boxes, described in a set of
the canonical studies on instrumental learning by Skinner
(1938).

• Rats will press levers to get small amounts of food, but
what happens when the food no longer follows the
response?

• Skinner showed that response rate declined dramatically,
which led to the study of extinction of behavior.

• Skinner showed that reconditioning after extinction
occurred very quickly.
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Instrumental (Operant) Conditioning

• The most famous investigator and popularizer of the study
of this type of learning is B. F. Skinner. He called this
type of conditioning operant conditioning, because the
response operates on the environment.

• This is distinguished from what Skinner called respondent
conditioning, the classical conditioning studied by Pavlov,
in which the organism simply responds to environmental
stimulation.

• The primary responses that have been studied are lever
pressing by rats and key pecking by pigeons in
operant-conditioning apparatuses (or, more colloquially, in
Skinner boxes).
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Instrumental (Operant) Conditioning

• Operant conditioning works on the law of effect: If an
operant response is made and followed by a reinforcing
stimulus, the probability that the response will occur again
is increased.

• Two different classes of reinforcing stimuli are identified:
positive reinforcing stimulus and negative reinforcing
stimulus.

• Positive reinforcers are the familiar rewards that are given
following a particular response: food pellets in the Skinner
box, a gold star on a good spelling test, and so on.
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Instrumental (Operant) Conditioning

• Behaviors that produce positive reinforcers increase in
likelihood. Negative reinforcers are aversive events, and
responses that remove or avoid them are strengthened.

• For example, a rat can learn to press a bar in a Skinner box
to terminate a shock or to postpone it. In a similar
fashion, you receive reinforcement on a bitterly cold day by
putting on a warm coat to avoid getting uncomfortably
chilly.
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Instrumental (Operant) Conditioning

• Do not confuse negative reinforcement with punishment.
Behaviors that produce aversive events are said to be
punished. Punished behaviors decrease in frequency.

• If a rat has been positively reinforced with food for
pressing a lever and is now punished for each lever press
with a mild electric shock, the rate of pressing the lever
will decrease.
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Social Learning



Social Learning

• Social Learning occurs when a person learns behaviors by
watching the behaviors of another person or persons.

• The person may require incentives or rewards to exhibit
the learned behaviors.

• This learning is often referred to as modeling.
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Social Learning

• Bandura conducted an important early social learning
study.

• In a video, Bandura had children watch adults hit or shove
a Bobo doll.

• Later when playing with the Bobo doll, the children who
watched the video were much more likely to show the
aggressive behavior exhibited by the adults in the video
than were control children who did not see the adults
abuse the doll.
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Social Learning
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Social Learning

• In Figure 9.3, you see how a young boy and girl tried to
imitate the adult woman mistreating the Bobo doll.

• Earlier, the children had seen a video of the Bobo and
woman fracas. The clips you see of the children are when
they and Bobo along with other toys are by themselves.

• Clearly, the children were able to imitate the behaviors of
the adult and Bobo.

• What you cannot hear is the children successfully
imitating what the woman was saying to Bobo.

• The experimental work with the Bobo doll can be found in
Bandura, Ross, and Ross (1961).
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Social Learning

• You may think that the imitated behavior is cute, and the
ability to learn behaviors by watching another person do
something is interesting but of little consequence.

• However, you might change your mind if you look back to
the discussion concerning the effect of media violence,
where Huesmann and Taylor (2006, p. 393) said,

• “Media violence poses a threat to public health inasmuch
as it leads to an increase in real-world violence and
aggression.”

• Violence on television or in a video game is the modern
version of the imitation that took place in the experiment
by Bandura et al. (1961) discussed earlier.
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Social Learning

• Just as children can learn to use appropriate behaviors
during school, they can also be violent and aggressive after
seeing violent and aggressive behavior.

• Unfortunately, it is the case that youngsters confronted by
negative behaviors tend to be aggressive and violent as
adults (Huesmann, Moise-Titus, Podolski, & Eron,
2003).
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Human Learning

• Human Learning is studied by a diverse set of learning
situations.

• In general, the purpose is to show how associations are
formed and how verbal and associative learning can
influence memory and other cognitive processes.

• Language processes such as learning a particular language
or how metaphors influence meaning drive many human
learning studies.

• Often labeled as “verbal learning.”
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Human Learning

• The learning of lists of words is an epitome of human
learning in the laboratory.

• In a long list of words, Melton (1970) presented most of
them twice. The interval between the two presentations
went from 0 (massed practice) or 2, 4, 8, 20, or 40 other
words (distributed practice).

• Massed words were learned less well than distributed, and
learning increased as the words between presentations
increased.
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Human Learning

• Melton’s (1970) work on the effect of separation between
presentations of to- be-remembered words sparked a large
body of work.

• Other researchers had focused on massed practice
(repeated presentations occur one right after the other)
versus distributed practice where several words separated
the to- be-remembered words.

• Distributed practice led to better learning as measured by
the number of massed and distributed words that were
recalled.

• Melton’s work showed that the number of words
separating two presentations was an important variable.
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Human Learning

• Figure 9.4 shows that as the lag (distance) between two
presentations increased so did learning.

• Since Melton’s work, educators and researchers have spent
a substantial amount of time testing the efficacy of
distributed practice as an important part of enhanced
learning.

• There are situations where the lag between presentations is
not better than massed presentations.

• When the test of learning occurs after a short interval,
recall is usually better after massed practice than
distributed practice.

• This phenomenon and others receive a detailed review by
Roediger (2008).
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Between-subjects design

• Consider the simplest sort of experimental design in
which there are two conditions, experimental and control,
with different groups of participants assigned to each.

• In a Between-subjects design (被试间设计), a different
group of participants usually receives just one level of each
independent variable.

• One potential problem that can arise from using a
between-subjects design is that a difference obtained on
the dependent variable might be caused by the fact that
different groups of participants are used in the two
conditions.

• This means that in the standard between-subjects design
participants are confounded with the levels of independent
variable.
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Between-subjects design

• Experimenters try to overcome this problem by randomly
assigning subjects to the levels of the independent variable
in between-subjects designs.

• Thus, on the average, the groups should have similar
characteristics in all conditions.

• In all between-subjects designs, then, participants should
be randomly assigned to the different conditions to ensure
that the groups are equivalent prior to the manipulation of
the independent variable.

• We must try to have equivalent groups, because otherwise
any difference observed between the groups on the
dependent variable might be merely because participants
in the different groups differed in ability.
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Between-subjects design

• If we have a large number of subjects and randomly assign
them to groups, then we can minimize the possibility of
this sort of confounding and be more confident that any
difference we find on the dependent variable actually
results from the independent-variable manipulation.

• When subjects are randomly assigned to conditions in a
between-subjects design, this is referred to as a
Random-groups design (随机区组设计).
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Between-subjects design

• There are two primary drawbacks to between-subjects or
random-groups designs.

• One is the fact that they are wasteful in terms of the
number of subjects required.

• When a different group of subjects is assigned to each
condition, the total number of participants required for an
experiment can quickly become quite large—especially if
the experimental design is at all complex.

• Thus, between-subjects designs are impractical when, as is
often the case, there is a shortage of participants available
for an experiment.
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Between-subjects design

• The second problem is more serious; it has to do with the
variability introduced by using different groups of
participants.

• One basic fact of all psychological research is that subjects
differ greatly in their abilities to perform almost any task
(on almost any dependent variable).

• When numerous participants are used in between-subjects
designs, some of the differences in behavior in the
experimental conditions will result from differences among
the participants.

• This can have the unfortunate effect of making it difficult
to determine whether subject differences or the
independent variable determined the results.
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Between-subjects design

• In summary, participants are confounded with groups, and
in between-subjects designs this variability caused by their
subject differences cannot be estimated statistically and
taken into account.
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Within-subjects designs

• Both of the problems with between-subjects designs can
be reduced by using within-subjects designs (被试内设
计), in which all participants receive every level of the
variable.

• Within-subjects designs usually require fewer subjects
than between-subjects designs, because each participant
serves in all conditions.

• Also, statistical techniques can take into account the
variance produced by the differences between subjects.

• This is possible because each one serves as his or her own
control-another way of saying that participants are not
confounded with groups, as in a between-subjects
experiment.
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Within-subjects designs

• A within-subjects design is usually more effective than a
between-subjects design in detecting differences between
conditions on the dependent variable, because this
variance owing to participant differences can be estimated
statistically and taken into account.

• The exact statistical techniques for analyzing
within-subjects experiments are not discussed here.

• In general, the within-subjects design is more powerful -
more likely to allow detection of a difference between
conditions if there really is one - than the
between-subjects design.

• This advantage makes the within-subjects design preferred
by many investigators whenever it is possible to use it.
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Within-subjects designs

• Although there are advantages to using within-subjects
designs, new problems are introduced by them.

• Within-subjects designs simply cannot be used in
investigating some types of experimental problems, and
even when they can be used, they have requirements that
between-subjects designs do not have.

• Within-subjects designs cannot be used in cases where
performing in one condition is likely to completely change
performance in another condition.

• This problem is usually called Asymmetrical transfer or
carryover effect (溢出效应) (Poulton, 1982).
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Within-subjects designs

• If we want to know how rats differ in learning a maze with
and without their hippocampuses (a part of the brain
related to learning and memory), we cannot use a
within-subjects design, since we cannot replace a
hippocampus once it is removed.

• The same problem occurs any time the independent
variable may provide a change in behavior that will carry
over until the subject is tested under the other condition.
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Within-subjects designs

• If we want to test people on a task either with or without
some specific training, we cannot test them first with
training and then with no training.

• And we cannot always test them in the reverse order (no
training and then training), because then we have
confounded conditions with practice on the task.

• For example, if we want to see if a specific
memory-training program is effective, we cannot teach
people the program (the training phase), test them, and
then test them again with no training.

• Once a person has had the training, we cannot take it
away; it will carry over to the next part of the experiment.
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Within-subjects designs

• We cannot test people in the other direction, either, with a
memory test, a training phase, and then a second memory
test.

• The reason is that if people improved on the second test,
we would not know whether the improvement was a result
of training or merely practice at taking memory tests.

• In other words, training and practice would be
confounded.

• A between-subjects design is appropriate in this case.
• One group of people would have their memories tested

with no training; the other group would be tested after
receiving the memory training program.
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Within-subjects designs

• Within-subjects designs are also inappropriate when
participants may figure out what is expected of them in the
experiment and then try to cooperate with the
experimenter to produce the desired results.

• This is more likely to happen with within-subjects than
between-subjects designs, because in the former case, the
people participate in each condition.

• This problem makes within-subjects designs all but
nonexistent in certain types of social psycho- logical
research.
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Within-subjects designs

• Even when these problems do not eliminate the possibility
of using a within-subjects design in some situations, there
are additional problems to be considered.

• In within-subjects designs, the subjects are always tested at
two or more points in time; thus, the experimenter must
be on guard for factors related to time that would affect
the experimental results.

• The two primary factors that must be considered are
Practice effects (练习效应) and fatigue effects (疲劳效
应), which tend to offset one another.

• Practice effects refer to improved performance in the
experimental task simply because of practice, and not the
manipulation of the independent variable (as in the
memory experiment just discussed).
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Within-subjects designs

• Fatigue effects refer to decreases in performance over the
course of the experiment, especially if the experimental
task is long, difficult, or boring.

• The effects of practice and fatigue may be taken into
account and minimized by systematically arranging the
order in which the experimental conditions are presented
to subjects.

• This technique is referred to as Counterbalancing (交叉平
衡) of conditions and is discussed later in the chapter.
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Within-subjects designs

• As we have said, when appropriate, within-subjects
designs are generally preferred to between-subjects
designs, despite the fact that they involve a number of
additional considerations.

• The primary advantage, once again, is the fact that
within-subjects designs are typically more powerful or
more sensitive, because the possibility of error resulting
from subject variability is reduced relative to that in
between-subjects designs.
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Matched-groups design

• A third design, the Matched-groups design (匹配组设
计), tries to introduce some of the advantages of a
within-subjects design to a between-subjects comparison.

• The matched-groups design attempts to reduce participant
variability among groups by matching them in the
different groups on other variables.

• Thus, in a human memory experiment, people might be
matched on the basis of IQ before they were randomly
assigned to conditions. (Each subgroup of people matched
for IQ is randomly assigned to a particular group.)

• Matching on relevant variables can help reduce the
variability caused by the simple random assignment of
participants to each group (the random-groups design).
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Within-subjects designs

• Also, it is very important that assignment to conditions
still be random within matched sets of people; otherwise,
there is the possibility of confounding and other problems,
especially regression artifacts.

• In many situations, matching tends to involve much work,
since participants must be measured separately on the
matching variable.
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Split-litter technique

• One matching technique used in animal research is the
Split-litter technique (分窝设计).

• This involves taking animals from the same litter and then
randomly assigning them to groups.

• Since the animals in the different groups are genetically
similar, this helps reduce variability resulting from subject
differences that occurs in random-groups designs.
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Searching for Answers in Conditioning and
Learning
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Searching for Answers in Conditioning and Learning

• Let us now consider some research that shows differences
in within- and between-subjects designs.

• How does the intensity of the CS affect acquisition of a
conditioned response?

• Common sense, as well as some theories, led to the
prediction that more intense stimuli should lead to faster
conditioning than should less intense stimuli.

• However, the first research on this topic failed to find such
effects.

• For example, Grant and Schneider (1948) varied the
intensity of a light as a CS in an eyelid-conditioning
experiment.
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Searching for Answers in Conditioning and Learning

• In such experiments, people are attached to an apparatus
that delivers puffs of air to the eye and records responses
(eye blinks).

• The US is the air puff, the UR is the blinking, and the CS
is a light that precedes the air puff.

• Originally, the light does not cause a person to blink; but
after it is repeatedly paired with the air puff, eventually the
light by itself causes the blinking, which then is the
conditioned response.

• Grant and Schneider asked simply whether more intense
lights would cause faster conditioning.

• Would a bright light cause people to develop a
conditioned response faster than a dim light?
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Searching for Answers in Conditioning and Learning

• They tested different groups in the two cases, one with
each intensity of light, and discovered that, contrary to
expectations, conditioning was just as fast in the condition
with the dim light as it was in the condition with the
bright light.

• Other researchers obtained similar results when they
examined the effects of stimulus intensity on conditioning
in between-subjects designs, even when they used different
stimuli (such as tones instead of lights).
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Searching for Answers in Conditioning and Learning

• The choice of a between- or within-subjects design is
usually determined by the nature of the problem studied,
the independent variables manipulated, the number of
participants available to the researcher, and other
considerations described in the preceding section.

• Rarely do researchers consider the possibility that the very
outcome of their research could depend on the type of
design they choose.

• However, this is exactly the case in the issue of the effects
of stimulus intensity on conditioning, as was discovered
after Grant and Schneider’s (1948) research.
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Searching for Answers in Conditioning and Learning

• Years later, Beck (1963) again asked the question of
whether the intensity of the stimulus affected eyelid
conditioning.

• She was also interested in other variables, including the
intensity of the US (the air puff ) and the anxiety level of
her participants.

• For our purposes, we will consider only the effect of the
intensity level of the CS, which was varied within subjects
as one factor in a complex experimental design.

• Beck used two intensity levels and presented them in an
irregular order across 100 conditioning trials in her
experiment.
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irregular order across 100 conditioning trials in her
experiment.
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• She found a large and statistically significant effect of
stimulus intensity on development of the conditioned
response, contrary to what other researchers had found.
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• Grice and Hunter (1964) noticed Beck’s effect and
wondered if she had found an effect where others had
found none because she had used a within-subjects design,
whereas most others had used between-subjects designs.

• To discover this, they tested three groups of people: In
two groups, the variable of intensity of the CS was varied
between subjects, and for the remaining group, it was
varied within subjects.

• They used a soft tone (50 decibels) or a loud tone (100
decibels) as the conditioned stimuli in an
eyelid-conditioning experiment.

• People in each group participated in 100 trials.
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• On each trial, participants heard a buzzer that alerted
them that a trial was beginning.

• Two seconds later, they heard a tone (soft or loud) that
lasted half a second, and then after another half second,
they received a puff of air to the eye.

• The tone was the CS, the air puff the US.
• The loud group received the 100-decibel tone on all 100

trials, whereas the soft group received the 50-decibel tone
on all 100 trials.

• These two groups represent a between-subjects comparison
of stimulus-intensity level in eyelid conditioning.
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• People in the third group (the loud/soft group) received
fifty trials with the loud tone (L) and fifty trials with the
soft tone (S).

• The trials occurred in one of two irregular orders, such that
one order was the mirror image of the other.

• In other words, if the order of the first ten trials was L, S,
S, L, S, L, L, L, S, L, the other order would be S, L, L, S,
L, S, S, S, L, S.

• In the loud/soft group, half the people received each order.
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• The results are shown in Figure 9.5, where you can see the
percentage of the last sixty trials on which participants
showed a conditioned response - that is, blinking - to the
tone before the air puff came.

• One line represents the between-subjects comparison, in
which each subject had experience with only the loud
stimulus or the soft stimulus.

• Notice that the percentage of trials on which participants
responded did not vary as a function of stimulus intensity
in the one-stimulus, between-subjects case. (The slight
difference seen is not statistically reliable.)
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• On the other hand, when stimulus intensity was varied
within subjects in the loud/soft group, a large effect of
stimulus intensity was found.

• People responded just slightly more than 20 percent of the
time to the soft stimulus, but almost 70 percent of the
time to the loud stimulus, a significant difference.
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Searching for Answers in Conditioning and Learning

• The results of Grice and Hunter’s experiment show that
the choice of a between-subjects or within-subjects design
can have far-reaching effects.

• In this case, the actual outcome of experiments designed
to examine the effects of stimulus intensity was
determined by the choice of design.

• When people experienced both stimuli, they reacted to
them differently; but when they experienced only one
stimulus or the other, they showed no difference in
responding.

• Grice (1966) reports other situations in which a similar
pattern of results occurs.
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Searching for Answers in Conditioning and Learning

• In many experimental situations, researchers cannot tell
whether their findings would be changed by switching
from a between-subjects to a within-subjects design (or
vice versa), because it is impossible to ask the experimental
question with the other design, for reasons discussed
earlier.

• However, Grice and Hunter’s (1964) research reminds us
that the choice of an experimental design can have
ramifications beyond mundane considerations of the
number of subjects used and the like.

• The actual outcome of the research may be affected.
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• Compared with people in the between-subjects version,
people in the within-subjects design may have been able to
perceive the loud stimulus as louder and the soft stimulus
as softer because they had the opportunity to experience
both intensities on successive trials and could therefore
compare one stimulus with another.

• People who perceived only one value of the stimulus could
not make such a comparison.

• Likewise, Kawai and Imada (1996) have found that the
greater aversiveness of a longer electrical shock than a
shorter one is more likely to be noticed in a
within-subjects design than in a between-subjects one.
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Searching for Answers in Conditioning and Learning

• McDaniel and Bugg (2008) describe a substantial amount
of verbal research where “the manipulation of a variable
between lists of stimuli (pure lists) versus within lists of
stimuli (mixed lists)”(p. 251).

• They showed that under many conditions, the between
and mixed lists lead to different results that may be
determined by whether particular other independent
variables were used.

• Since the effects were stable in a group of five different
experiments, they developed a theory showing verbal
memory research can predict the effects of pure and mixed
lists under some conditions.
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Searching for Answers in Conditioning and Learning

• For a researcher starting a new program of research, there
is still a problem whether the design of the experiments
should be pure, mixed, or both.
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Counterbalancing: Simultaneous Contrast

• Whenever a within-subjects design is used, one needs to
decide with care the order in which the conditions should
be presented to the subjects.

• The arrangement must be such that, on the average, the
conditions are presented at the same stage of practice, so
that there can be no confounding between the
experimental conditions and stage of practice.

• Counterbalancing is also necessary to minimize the effect
of other variables besides time that might affect the
experiment.
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Counterbalancing: Simultaneous Contrast

• Often, the experimenter must counterbalance across
variables in which he or she has little interest, even in
between-subjects designs, so that these extraneous
variables do not affect the conditions of interest.

• An example of this problem should make it clearer.
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Counterbalancing: Simultaneous Contrast

• In learning an instrumental response, the particular
magnitude of the reward greatly influences performance.

• Typically, performance improves as the magnitude of
reward increases.

• However, the particular magnitude of reward used does
not have an invariable effect on performance but depends
instead on the experience that the organism has had with
other reinforcement conditions.

• One example of this effect is provided by an experiment
done by Bower (1961) on simultaneous contrast, in which
some subjects experienced two contrasting magnitudes of
reward.
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• One example of this effect is provided by an experiment
done by Bower (1961) on simultaneous contrast, in which
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Counterbalancing: Simultaneous Contrast

• Bower’s experiment consisted of three groups of ten rats,
each of which received four trials a day in a straight-alley
maze for thirty-two days, for a total of 128 trials.

• The independent variable was the magnitude of reward
used.

• One group of rats received eight food pellets in the goal
box on their four trials.

• Since they received a constant eight pellets on each trial,
this condition is referred to as Constant 8.

• Another group received only one pellet after each trial
(Constant 1).

• These two groups can be considered as controls for the
third (contrast) group.
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Counterbalancing: Simultaneous Contrast

• Subjects in this group received two trials each day, in two
different straight alleys.

• The two alleys were quite discriminable, one being black
and one being white.

• In one alley, the rats always received a one-pellet reward;
in the other alley, they always received eight pellets.

• Bower wanted to see how the exposure to both levels of
reinforcement would affect running speed, as compared
with exposure to only one level all the time.

• Would rats run at a different speed for a one-pellet (or
eight-pellet) reward if they had experienced another level
of reward, rather than having had constant training at one
particular level?
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Counterbalancing: Simultaneous Contrast

• Before examining the results, consider some design
features that Bower had to face for the contrast rats.

• Since magnitude of reward varied within subjects in this
condition, there were two problems to consider.

• First, he had to make sure that not all subjects received the
greater or lesser reinforcement in either the black or white
alley, because alley color then would be confounded with
reward magnitude, and rats may simply have run faster in
black alleys than white (or vice versa).

• This was easily accomplished by having half the animals
receive eight pellets in the black alley and one pellet in the
white alley and having the other half of the animals receive
the reverse arrangement.
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Counterbalancing: Simultaneous Contrast

• For the control animals that received only one reward
magnitude, half received the reward in a white alley and
half in a black alley.

• All this may sound rather complicated, so we outlined the
design scheme in Figure 9.6.
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Bower (1961)’s experiment
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Counterbalancing: Simultaneous Contrast

• The second problem concerns the order in which the rats
in the contrast group should be given the two conditions
on the four trials each day.

• Obviously, they should not first be given the two
large-reward trials followed by the two small-reward trials
(or vice versa), since time of testing would be confounded
with reward magnitude.

• Perhaps a random order could be used for the 128 trials.
But random orders are not preferred in such cases, since
there can be, even in random orders, long runs in which
the same occurrence appears.
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Counterbalancing: Simultaneous Contrast

• So it would not be surprising to find cases where there
were two trials in a row of the same type (large or small
magnitude of reward), although across all subjects there
would be no confounding with practice.

• A preferable way to handle this problem involves
counterbalancing the conditions rather than varying them
randomly.

• Counterbalancing, you will remember, refers to any
technique used to systematically vary the order of
conditions in an experiment to distribute the effects of
time of testing (such as practice and fatigue), so that they
are not confounded with conditions.
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Counterbalancing: Simultaneous Contrast

• When two conditions are tested in blocks of four trials,
there are six possible orders in which the conditions can
occur within trials.

• In the present case, if S stands for a small (one-pellet)
reward and L for a large (eight-pellet) one, then the six
orders are SSLL, SLSL, SLLS, LLSS, LSLS, and LSSL.

• Bower solved the counterbalancing problem by using each
of these orders equally often.

• On a particular day of testing, he would pick an order for
the trials for half the rats (e.g., LSSL) and then simply test
the other half using the opposite order (SLLS).

• The next day he would pick another order for half the rats,
while the others received the reverse order, and so on.
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Counterbalancing: Simultaneous Contrast

• This led to no confounding between order and conditions,
and all the orders were used equally often, so that the
experiment did not depend on just one order.

• We shall return to this point in a moment.
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Counterbalancing: Simultaneous Contrast

• Bower’s results are presented in Figure 9.7, where the
mean running speed for each of the four conditions is
plotted across blocks of two days (eight trials).

• For the rats that received constant reward, those rewarded
with eight pellets performed better after the first few days
than those rewarded with one.

• It was not exactly big news, of course, that rats ran faster
for more, rather than less, food.

• The real interest was in how fast rats in the contrast
conditions ran for large and small rewards.
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Counterbalancing: Simultaneous Contrast

• Although there was no statistically reliable effect between
speeds of the Constant 8 and Contrast 8 conditions in
Figure 9.7, the Contrast 1 rats ran reliably more slowly for
the reward than did the Constant 1 rats, at least toward
the end of training.

• This is referred to as a Negative contrast effect (负比较效
应), since the contrast subjects ran more slowly for the
small reward than did the rats that always received the
small reward.
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Counterbalancing: Simultaneous Contrast

• One interpretation of this phenomenon considers
emotional states induced in the contrast rats owing to their
experience in the situation.

• Since the contrast rats were familiar with both levels of
reward, when placed in the distinctive alley that told them
that they would receive a small reward, they were annoyed
or frustrated at having to run down the alley for only one
crummy pellet.

• These results prompt an interesting question as to why
Bower did not find a Positive contrast effect (正比较效
应), or faster running for the Contrast 8 subjects relative
to the Constant 8 subjects.
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Counterbalancing: Simultaneous Contrast

• Should the Contrast 8 rats not be happy or elated to learn,
when placed in the distinctive alley signaling a large
reward, that they would get eight pellets rather than only
one?

• One possibility is that they were more elated but that a
ceiling effect prevented this from being reflected in their
running speeds.

• Perhaps performance was already very good in the
Constant 8 condition.

• Because of the large reward, there was no room for
improvement in the Contrast 8 condition.
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Counterbalancing: Simultaneous Contrast

• The rats in the control (Constant 8) condition were already
running as fast as their little legs would carry them, so no
matter how much more elated the contrast rats might be,
this could not be reflected in their performance.

• Although this ceiling-effect interpretation of the present
data is bolstered somewhat by other reports of positive
contrast effects (Padilla, 1971), negative contrast effects
seem more easily obtained than positive ones.
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Counterbalancing: Simultaneous Contrast

• The results of Bower’s experiment should remind you of
the lesson in the previous section contrasting between-
and within-subjects designs.

• As in Grice and Hunter’s experiments on
stimulus-intensity effects, Bower found that the effect of a
reward of a particular magnitude depended on the type of
design used.

• In a within-subjects design, in which the animals had
experience with both reward magnitudes, the effect on
behavior was greater than in the between-subjects
comparison, in which a different group of animals received
constant rewards over the series of trials.
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Counterbalancing: Simultaneous Contrast

• Once again, the nature of the design can affect the
experimenter’s conclusion about how strong an effect is
produced by the independent variable.
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Further Considerations in Counterbalancing

• A great variety of counterbalancing schemes can be used
in various situations.

• Some of these become very complex.
• Here, we discuss only some of the simpler

counterbalancing designs to provide you with a few tricks
of the trade.
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Further Considerations in Counterbalancing

• The case represented by Bower’s (1961) contrast group is
in many ways typical of the counterbalancing problem as it
usually arises.

• Two conditions were to be tested within subjects; thus,
they had to be counterbalanced so as not to be confounded
with stage of practice.

• One solution to this problem, and the one most
psychologists would pick, would be to use an ABBA
design, where A stands for one condition and B stands for
the other.
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Further Considerations in Counterbalancing

• This would remove the confounding of particular
conditions with time of testing, since each condition
would be tested at the same time on average (1 + 4 = 5 for
A, and 2 + 3 = 5 for B, where the numbers refer to the
order of test).

• But perhaps the specific order of testing might also matter.
• For example, let us assume that there is a very large

practice effect on the dependent variable but that it occurs
very early in training, on the first trial.

• Then it would contribute to the A condition but not to the
B condition, so that the ABBA design would not
eliminate the confounding of conditions with practice.
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Further Considerations in Counterbalancing

• Two solutions to this problem of large effects of practice
early in training can be suggested.

• One is to give a number of practice trials in the
experimental situation before the experiment properly
begins.

• Thus, the subjects are given practice, and performance on
the dependent variable is allowed to stabilize before the
experimental conditions of interest are introduced.

• Another solution is to employ more than one
counterbalancing scheme.

• For example, half the subjects might get the reverse of the
scheme that the other half receives.
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Further Considerations in Counterbalancing

• So half the subjects would get ABBA and the other half
would get BAAB.

• Bower’s solution to the counterbalancing problem was the
ideal extension of this logic, since he used every possible
counterbalancing scheme equally often.

• But when more than two conditions are involved, this
becomes unwieldy.

• In most situations, an adequate solution to the problem of
practice effects at the beginning of a testing session would
be to give subjects practice and then use two
counterbalancing schemes, one of which is the reverse of
the other.

• Grice and Hunter (1964), in the experiment on stimulus
intensity described earlier, did just this.
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Further Considerations in Counterbalancing

• For situations in which there are more than two
conditions, we would recommend one particular scheme
for counterbalancing as generally desirable.

• This is the balanced Latin square design.
• Suppose there were six conditions in a counterbalanced

order so that practice effects would not confound the
results.

• For example, in a simultaneous contrast experiment such
as Bower’s, six different reward magnitudes could be used
rather than only two.

• A balanced Latin square design would ensure that when
each condition was tested, it would be preceded and
followed equally often by every other condition.
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Further Considerations in Counterbalancing

• This last feature is very useful in minimizing carryover
effects among conditions and makes the balanced Latin
square preferred to other counterbalancing schemes.

• Constructing a balanced Latin square is easy, especially if
the experiment has an even number of conditions.

• Let us number the six conditions in an experiment from
one to six.

• A balanced Latin square can be thought of as a
two-dimensional matrix in which the columns (extending
vertically) represent conditions tested, and the rows
represent the subjects.

• A balanced Latin square for six conditions is presented in
Table 9.2.
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Further Considerations in Counterbalancing

• The subjects are labeled a through f, and the order in
which they receive the conditions is indicated by reading
across the row.

• So subject a receives the conditions in the order 1, 2, 6, 3,
5, 4.

• The general formula for constructing the first row of a
balanced Latin square is 1, 2, n, 3, n–1, 4, n–2, and so
on, where n stands for the total number of conditions.

• After the first row is in place, just number down the
columns with higher numbers, starting over when you get
to n (as in Table 9.1).

• When a balanced Latin square is used, subjects must be
tested in multiples of n, in this case six, to counterbalance
conditions appropriately against practice.
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Balanced Latin square design
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Further Considerations in Counterbalancing

• When an experimental design has an odd number of
conditions, it becomes a bit more complicated to use a
balanced Latin square.

• In fact, two squares must be used, the second of which is
the reverse of the first, as seen in Table 9.3, where once
again letters indicate subjects and numbers stand for
conditions in the experiment.

• When a balanced Latin square is used with an unequal
number of conditions, each subject must be tested in each
condition twice.

• The case represented in Table 9.3 is for five conditions.
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Balanced Latin square design
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Further Considerations in Counterbalancing

• The balanced Latin square is an optimal counterbalancing
system for many purposes, since each condition occurs, on
the average, at the same stage of practice and each
condition precedes and follows every other equally often.

• This latter feature is not true of other counterbalancing
schemes, and thus there is more concern that testing in
one condition may affect testing in another condition.
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Small-n Designs: Behavior Problems in Children



Small-n Designs

• Large-n designs
• Small-n design
• Psychophysics
• Skinner and operant conditioning
• Clinical application of operant techniques to modify

behavior.
• The small-n design in the context of behavior problems in

children.
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TheABDesign

• AB design
• Confounding
• Control group
• ABA design or reversal design
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Hart, et al (1964)’s Experiment

• Hart, et al (1964) investigated the excessive crying of a
four-year-old nursery school pupil, Bill, who otherwise
seemed quite healthy and normal.

• The crying often came in response to mild frustrations
that other children dealt with in more effective ways.

• Rather than attribute his crying to internal variables, such
as fear, lack of confidence, or regression to behavior of an
earlier age, the investigators looked to the social learning
environment to see what reinforcement contingencies
might produce such behavior.

• They decided, with reasoning similar to that already
discussed in the case of our hypothetical little girl, that
adult attention reinforced Bill’s crying behavior.
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Hart, et al (1964)’s Experiment

• The researchers set about testing this supposition with an
ABA (actually ABAB) design.

• First, they needed a good measure of the dependent
variable, crying.

• The teacher carried a pocket counter and depressed the
lever every time there was a crying episode.

A crying episode was defined as a cry (a) loud enough
to be heard at least 50 feet away and (b) of five seconds or
more duration.

• At the end of each nursery school day, the teacher totaled
the number of crying episodes.
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Hart, et al (1964)’s Experiment

• In the initial baseline of phase A, Bill received normal
attention by the teacher to his crying.

• For the next ten days (the first B phase), the teacher
attempted to extinguish the crying episodes by ignoring
them, while rewarding Bill with attention every time he
responded to minor calamities (such as falls or pushes) in a
more appropriate way.
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Alternating-Treatments Design

• Reversal design and carryover effects
• Alternating-treatments design
• ACABCBCB design, where A phases refer to baseline

conditions, and B and C phases represent different levels
of the independent variable(s).
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Rose (1978)’s Study

• Rose wanted to determine the effects of artificial food
coloring on hyperactivity in children.

• Two hyperactive eight-year-old girls were subjects.
• They had been on a strict diet, the Kaiser Permanente

(K-P) diet (Feingold, 1975), which does not allow foods
containing artificial flavors and colors and foods
containing natural salicylates (many fruits and meats).

• On the basis of uncontrolled case studies (AB designs),
Feingold reported that the K-P diet reduced hyperactivity.
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Rose (1978)’s Study

• The A phase counted the behavior of the two girls under
the ordinary K-P diet.

• The B phase examined another kind of baseline. It
involved the introduction of an oatmeal cookie that
contained no artificial coloring.

• The C phase included the level of interest of the
independent variable: oatmeal cookies containing an
artificial yellow dye.
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Rose (1978)’s Study

• Rose chose this artificial color because it is commonly used
in the manufacture of foods, and it had the additional
benefit that it did not change the taste or appearance of
the cookies.

• The subjects, their parents, and the observers were blind to
when the children ate the dye-laced cookie.
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Rose (1978)’s Study

• Various aspects of the two girls’ behavior were recorded
during school by several different observers.

• One dependent variable that Rose measured was the
percentage of time that the girls were out of their seats
during school.

• Rose found that the girls were most active during the C
phases, when they had ingested a cookie with artificial
coloring in it.
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Rose (1978)’s Study

• Rose also noticed that there was no placebo effect. That is,
the percentage of time out of their seats was essentially the
same during the A phases (no cookie) and the B phases, in
which the girls ate cookies without artificial coloring.
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Multiple-Baseline Design

• Strong carryover effects
• Multiple-baseline design (多基线设计)
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AnOutline of theMultiple-Baseline Design
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Evaluating a writing program
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Changing-Criterion Design

• Changing-Criterion Design
• Range-bound changing criterion
• Distributed-criterion design
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Changing-Criterion Design

• Therapists use a changing-criterion design in a variety of
behavioral therapy situations.

• Kahng, Boscoe, and Byrne (2003) used such a design to
increase food acceptance in Clara, a four-year-old girl.
She would drink out of a bottle, but she would not eat
food.
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Independent Variables

• Nature of reinforcement
• Schedule of reinforcement
• Delay
• Motivation
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Control Variables

• Pseudoconditioning (伪条件化)
• Demand characteristics
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TheTesting Effect

• A substantial amount of recent research has shown that
active retrieval can lead to better learning than repeated
studying of the stored items, especially after a long
retention interval.

• The active retrieval that helps learning is called the testing
effect (测验效应) to indicate that tests produce the active
retrieval.
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Roediger and Karpicke (2006)

• 3 × 2 between subjects design
• Three levels of learning conditions: SSSS, SSST, STTT
• The two intervals before the final test were either five

minutes or one week.
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